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ABOUT US

Since launch in Sept 2018, our platform 'ATLAS' has grown to almost 400 individual users across

a range of law firms and specialist legal recruiters. Here are just a few of the ways our clients

use ATLAS;

Since 2014, we have been collecting and collating data on lawyers from public sources. 

Sources include, The Law Society, Chambers and Partners, Legal 500, LinkedIn, Firm Websites

etc. We use a blend of technology and expert human analysis to enable us to code and maintain

this large dataset.

Our Data

We have helped clients with bespoke research reports leveraging our vast and increasingly

detailed dataset. Examples of such reports include:

Our Software

Our Research

* Over 83,000 lawyers coded by Practice Area, Specialism, location, Firm, Firm Type etc

* More than 1,500 firms mapped in their entirety including all Legal 500 firms

* Unique move tracking methodology keeps the data accurate and up to date

* Fully accessible and searchable via our software platform ATLAS

* Instant mapping for legal recruitment mandates by Job Title, Practice Area, Specialism, PQE,

location, Firm Type etc. We have over 150 specialisms and sub specialisms coded allowing for easy

and accurate searching

* Searching by individual firms to see exactly who they have and where, each office location is listed

and broken down by Practice Area and Specialisms

* Search by locations to see which firms operate in any location and see exactly who they have and

what they do

* Search the moves tracker to see who is hiring, where and when. Searchable by 20 different fields

* Benchmarking against competitors 

* Scoping potential new locations or target acquisitions

* Targeting relocators using data such as University or school attended to identify people with a

connection to a particular location

* Tracking alumni as part of a campaign of re-engagement

* Identification of 'most at risk' employees, based on moves data

* Intelligent 'targeting' of potential hires, again using moves data

https://www.linkedin.com/in/paulius-cibulskis-454331aa/
mailto://pcibulskis@codexedge.com
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             elcome to the first Codex Edge ‘Legal Moves’ report. This report covers England and  Wales  (E&W)            

            qualified lawyers moves during 2020 across all geographies and covering firms from Magic Circle,

top 200 and US to sub-legal 500 firms - and everyone in between - as well as moves to ‘In-House’ roles.

This report is intended for anybody in the legal industry at decision-maker level, but should be

particularly helpful for those focused on recruitment, strategic HR, business development and M&A.

We have been collating data on England and Wales qualified lawyers and law firms from publicly available

sources since 2014. Since 2018 we have provided access to this data to legal recruiters, and recently also

to law firms, via our software platform ‘ATLAS’. This has fully searchable, comprehensive and accurate

data on more than 80,000 lawyers, and over 1,500 individual law firms.     

Our systems are designed to capture lawyer moves as they happen in order to keep our data fully up to

date and accurate. We captured well over 7,000 individual moves during 2020, and this report is based on

that entire dataset. There was so much data to look at and analyse that it was difficult to choose

particular topics and trends of interest as there were so many. However, in this year of the pandemic, we

felt that the following would be of particular and topical interest:

www.codexedge.com

We hope you find the overall report to be of value and benefit and areas of specific interest to you are

covered. If, however, you would like other specific data or insight, please do not hesitate to get in touch

and we will be delighted to assist. We have so much data (and literally thousands of data points) that we

cannot show more than a small fraction of that here. Likewise, if you are interested in a report about

your firm and your competitors, or a particular location or Practice Area or Specialism, we can definitely

help.   

We really hope you enjoy reading this report and find it interesting and useful. All feedback is welcome

as we are always looking to develop and improve both our software and our reports. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Hume

CEO 

Codex Edge Limited
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It is hard to reference 2020 without recourse to hyperbole, so we will just say that it was a very unusual

and challenging year in many respects. The impact of the pandemic and the lockdowns has been

profound and widespread. Mandated school and business closures, allied with the rapid adoption of

new technology in response, changed how people worked and businesses operated. The legal industry

has been no exception to these general trends. The adaptation to home working and video meetings

happened relatively quickly, and many of the features of this adaptation are likely to be retained in

some form going forward. The expectation is that there will be a lot more home working than pre-

pandemic (many firms already committing to ‘hybrid’ working models) and a reduction in travel and face

to face meetings. There has been some speculation that these changes might help accelerate the trend

towards more gender diversity amongst senior staff and partners at law firms. We specifically look at

the gender picture across the legal sector in section 5, and how 2020 played out in particular, and what

trends were especially noteworthy.

Following the initial lockdown announcement, many firms froze hiring, cut salaries, decreased or

delayed profit distributions and furloughed staff in anticipation of a significant slowdown and reduction

in revenues. However, the worst of the fears were not actually realised, and by summer many firms were

reporting a strong recovery. Indeed, some firms have prospered, and posted record profits, allowing for

the return of furlough money to the government and backdating salary rises as well as reversing pay

cuts to staff. Redundancies have occurred in the legal sector of course, although these have been chiefly

to business services staff. Redundancy consultations have also hit fee-earners but to a much lesser

extent. In section 4, we assess which Practice Areas and Specialisms did particularly well, and also those

which didn't fare so well. 

Given the circumstances, overall hiring in 2020 held up remarkably well. We recorded over 7,000

individual moves of England & Wales lawyers during the year representing almost 10% of our entire

dataset. This report examines those moves in detail. Where did people move from and to? Who were the

winners and losers of 2020? What, if any, were identifiable trends?

MARKET
Overview of 2020

01.
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In terms of these trends continuing into 2021, the roll-out of the vaccines and the stated route to re-

opening suggest that the UK may return to something like normality by summer. Indications are that

hiring will remain strong for the rest of the year. Real Estate has remained busy, boosted by government

initiatives. Private Client will likely continue to grow with fall out from lockdowns increasing the demands

on Family lawyers. In addition, specialisms, such as Corporate Restructuring, Employment, Insurance,

and Commercial Litigation will likely see increased demand over the coming months.

SOME BROAD TRENDS THROUGH 2020
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The year to March started off well in terms of hiring activity, but then -unsurprisingly- tailed off

dramatically following the announcement of the first lockdown.

Hires fell off dramatically in May and June. Indeed, very few moves were arranged in March and April

as per the chart. A certain amount of ‘catch-up’ happened later in the year in response to the initial

slowdown.

Accelerated hiring took place in both July and September against a more optimistic backdrop, and

many of those September hires with three month notice periods (who might normally have deferred

their start date until after the Christmas/New Year period), decided to take up their new post in

December. As pretty much everybody was working from home then anyway, delaying the start date to

January probably made less sense, for both employer and employee, so In terms of starters, one of

the most notable features was the relatively high figure for December. 

OVERVIEW
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OVERVIEW
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KEY MERGERS AND ACQUISIT IONS OF THE YEAR

 

With a history of over 80 years the partnership of Bentleys, Stokes and Lowless has ceased with a

team of 10 fee earners joining the shipping team at Ince.

Kennedys acquired Langley’s 36 strong insurance division. The move continues the wider consolidation

of the insurance law market, with a handful of specialist firms now dominating the sector and

continuing to buy up smaller competitors. This process is likely to continue.

The fast-growing Knights acquired ASB Law. Indeed, the firm has made a number of recent

acquisitions, including Fraser Brown, Shulmans, fellow Manchester-based Real Estate Law firm

Croftons and ERT Law as well as OTB Eveling. Knights saw impressive first year’s results as a listed

entity (there are seven law firms that have taken the plunge and floated on the stock market) company

having increased its revenue by 51% to £52.7m.

Moore Blatch and Barlow Robbins merged to create Moore Barlow, a new regional powerhouse firm

with a significant geographic footprint across the South East.

Taylor Rose acquired McMillan Williams Solicitors to create Taylor Rose MW. The combined firm will

represent revenues of over £55 million and have 32 offices nationwide covering Cumbria to Sussex

with headquarters in Peterborough and London.

HCB Solicitors has entered Worcestershire after acquiring Thomas Guise Solicitors, which has offices in

Worcester, Studley and Birmingham city centre.

Metamorph Group acquired Hampshire-based Knight Polson and Yorkshire-based Beaumont Legal.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•  



Contrary to certain expectations and some speculation in the legal media, more lawyers joined London

based firms than left during 2020. There was some sense that lawyers might now opt for improved

quality of life by moving out of London to regional centres. Instead, there were generally more moves to

London from regional cities than vice versa. Whatever the circumstances of the domestic economy and

other dynamics that can influence lawyers’ choice of location, London will remain the epicentre of the

legal sector in the UK as it remains, probably the world’s pre-eminent international centre for legal

services. Regional cities cannot match salaries in London; however, this is offset to some extent by the

lower cost of living in the regions and shorter commute times for many. Counter-intuitively the transition

to more flexible working patterns might make many ‘London’ roles more attractive as there will be less

pressure to commute daily or take on expensive property near the centre.

Indeed, the number of lawyers moving to London from the major regional centres compared to moving

away from London is 2.1% positive towards London. There was an actual increase in Manchester by 1.4%,

but decreases in Leeds (6.3%), Birmingham (11.4%) and Bristol (8.1%). Only Manchester among the

leading regional cities posted a net gain of lawyers in 2020. 

www.codexedge.com

LONDON DURING THE PANDEMIC

Firms who gained the most Lawyers
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The top 5 hiring firms in London in 2020

were:

THE LONDON LEGAL
Market in 2020

02.
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Top 5 Specialisms

Corporate - 438

Banking & Finance - 152

Commercial Property - 247

Commercial Litigation - 272

Employment - 150

Other - 2060

Firms who lost the most Lawyers
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There has been robust activity particularly for transactional practices including Private Equity and M&A.

The notable omission from the above specialisms is Personal Tax, Trusts and Probate. This suggests

Private Client is a more popular Practice Area for moves in regional cities. 

Keystone Law and Gunnercooke appear in the top 5 overall hiring in London list. Latham & Watkins and Kirkland &

Ellis have both been on aggressive recruitment campaigns, the former has an office in London and Manchester,

while the latter is only based in London (in the UK). CMS has offices in Aberdeen, Bristol, Edinburgh, Glasgow,

Manchester, Reading and Sheffield, but the vast majority of hires took place in London.

THE LONDON LEGAL MARKET IN  2020
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The top 5 specialisms for new hires in

London in 2020 were:
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Magic Circle firms, insurance firms and transatlantic firms are among those that have lost the most

lawyers in London in 2020. This will be explored in further detail in section 5 with the gainers and losers

of 2020.
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Moved From London to Outside the UK
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The data shows that despite fears that many lawyers might decamp to the EU in the wake of Brexit, this

has not yet materialised. Only a small number of lawyers have gone, most of those to Dublin, Paris or

Munich. Dublin was the most popular route for lawyers from the UK to move to in order to protect EU

practising rights. The Irish Law Society recently stated that lawyers based in England and Wales (or

Scotland) would not be entitled to practising certificates unless they had an actual presence in Ireland. In

the wake of this decision, there was a general expectation that many firms would open additional offices

in Dublin (and other European centres) as a result. Indeed, firms such as Pinsent Masons, Covington &

Burling and Simmons & Simmons have launched in Dublin since the Brexit vote. 

However, the likes of Sydney, Dubai, Singapore and Hong Kong remain very popular destinations for

England & Wales qualified lawyers. In fact Dublin only appears third in the list of preferred overseas

destinations for England and Wales qualified lawyers in 2020, behind Sydney and Dubai. Paris only came

in seventh, surprisingly behind Auckland in sixth. 

LONDON AS A  GLOBAL LEGAL CENTRE -  POST BREXIT
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THE LONDON LEGAL MARKET IN  2020
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This graph shows the absolute numbers joining firms in each city (in blue) and leaving (in gold). This

shows that only two regional cities (Liverpool and Manchester) enjoyed a net gain in lawyers during

2020, the rest experiencing net declines. Based on all the overall data including total moves, overall size

and number of a variety of law firms, it is clear that Manchester is the undisputed number one regional

legal centre in England & Wales. Following Manchester is Leeds at number two, Birmingham at number

3, Bristol at number 4 and Nottingham at number 5. The moves data reflects the overall position

precisely.

ACTIV ITY  IN REGIONAL CENTRES IN 2020

THE REGIONAL
Picture

03.
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We cover the entire England & Wales market so can see clear trends in regional development, and

strength of regional legal centres. This section looks at the regional picture in England & Wales.

Top Regional Centres DeparturesHires
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MANCHESTER

The regional city that proved most popular for relocators in 2020 was Manchester. Likely factors in the

popularity of Manchester are that it is a very robust and diverse legal centre, work/life balance,

favourable housing prices, good transport links and a booming economy. Manchester gained the

accolade as the happiest and most liveable city in the UK as per the 2019 Global Liveability Survey.

Greater Manchester’s economy is larger than Croatia’s and has in recent years enjoyed more foreign

investment than any other regional city outside of London. The regeneration of the legal and financial

district of Spinningfields as well as Castlefield have provided a major boost. The relocation of major

broadcasters to MediaCityUK in Salford has had a significant positive effect. Indeed, KPMG estimated

that MediaCityUK had delivered £277m in Gross Value Added (GVA) in just 12 months alone during 2016.

Manchester lawyers enjoy the combined perks of a relatively low cost of living—paying northern prices

for everything from rent to leisure activities—and an above-average salary. Manchester also has one of

the lowest gender pay gaps in the country compared to other cities, so it’s doing well in working towards

pay equality. There are several full-service law firms with branches in Manchester. 
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The top hiring firms in Manchester in

2020 were:

The top 5 specialisms for new hires in

Manchester in 2020 were:

THE REGIONAL P ICTURE

Top 5 Specialisms

Commercial Property - 39

Commercial Litigation - 29

Employment - 33

Personal Injury - 36

Family - 26
Other - 195

Top Hiring Firms
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LEEDS

Leeds has a growing population of undergraduates, with many legal training providers joining the area in

recent years, together with a diverse range of firms, making it a significant legal hub. Several reputable

regional firms are headquartered in Leeds, with some operating solely out of the city or Yorkshire. This is

reflected in Leeds having the second highest number of lawyer moves in 2020 amongst regional cities, still

behind Manchester, but far ahead of Birmingham and Bristol the other two major regional legal centres. 

Healthcare, digital, manufacturing and financial sectors in particular are booming in Leeds. One of the

most notable transactions of the year was Kennedy’s acquisition of Langley’s in Leeds, adding 36 Qualified

Lawyers to their ranks in the city.  Networking is a big draw in Leeds, with the Leeds branch of the Junior

Lawyers Division and Junior Chamber International (JCI) having a Leeds network providing ample

professional networking opportunities as well as a diverse group of people to socialise.

Housing prices in Leeds have been on the rise in line with the rest of the UK, with a 5.7% increase from a

year ago as per the Nationwide Building Society. Knights has acquired ASB Law, Fraser Brown, Shulmans,

Croftons, ERT Law and OTB Eveling, so consolidated its strength in the local market in Commercial

Property, Corporate Restructuring/Insolvency, and Property Litigation. The acquisition of Keebles in 2021

(and Mundays in the South East) means the year continues for Knights with a familiar theme.

THE REGIONAL P ICTURE
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The top hiring firms in Leeds in 2020

were:

The top 5 specialisms for new hires in

Leeds in 2020 were:

Top 5 Specialisms

Commercial Property - 36

Employment - 20

Corporate - 24

Commercial Litigation - 25

Property Litigation - 18
Other - 162

Top Hiring Firms
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BIRMINGHAM

Birmingham is in a constant battle against Manchester to be crowned the UK’s unofficial ‘second city.’ In

legal terms it cannot match Manchester, but there are currently signs that it is definitely a centre on the

up. The West Midlands region has a GDP of £122 billion making it a larger economy than Hungary. There

is a diverse range of clients within Birmingham; insurance and financial services, engineering and

manufacturing companies, and a vast real estate market. Alongside the big business clients, there is a

thriving SME sector. There is currently a significant building boom taking place. The approval for HS2 and

the legal work surrounding it’s development will be a healthy source of work for Birmingham based

lawyers over the next few years.

THE REGIONAL P ICTURE
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The top hiring firms in Birmingham 

in 2020 were:

The top 5 specialisms for new hires

in Birmingham in 2020 were:
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BRISTOL
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THE REGIONAL P ICTURE
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There are a lot of financial services firms based in Bristol. Lawyers advise some of Bristol’s largest and

most lucrative industries, such as aeronautics, defence and financial services. Recognising the

prominence of Bristol, a lot of higher ranked firms have opened alternatives to their City offices in

Bristol. Lawyers have the choice to work at big firms, but within medium-sized offices.
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The top hiring firms in Bristol in 2020

were:

The top 4 specialisms for new hires in

Bristol in 2020 were:

Top 4 Specialisms

Commercial Property - 20

Employment - 10

Corporate - 12

Commercial Litigation - 14

Other - 115
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NOTTINGHAM

GUILDFORD

THE REGIONAL P ICTURE
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The leading legal centre of the East Midlands, Nottingham has several big companies headquartered

there, including Boots and Wilko. The city also benefits from hosting two highly regarded universities.
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The top 5 hiring firms in Nottingham in 2020 were:

The top 5 specialisms for new hires in Nottingham in 2020 were:
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The top 5 hiring firms in Guildford in 2020 were:

The top 5 specialisms for new hires in Guildford in 2020 were:

Guildford stands out as a legal centre of size, being a county town in the London commuter belt. It has

outpaced similar centres like Reading, Chelmsford and Milton Keynes in terms of moves in 2020. Family

and Private Client are in the top 5. This is a relatively strong performance with 10% of moves in Guildford

being within this Practice Area, compared to a national picture of 7%. Guildford is home to Setfords, one

of the leading Alternative Law Firms.
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CARDIFF

L IVERPOOL

THE REGIONAL P ICTURE
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The top 5 hiring firms in Liverpool in 2020 were:

The top 5 specialisms for new hires in Liverpool in 2020 were:

Capital Law
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The top 5 hiring firms in Cardiff in 2020 were: 

The top 5 specialisms for new hires in Cardiff in 2020 were:

A significant 20% more lawyers moved to than from Liverpool in 2020. The ‘Northern Powerhouse ’is

back on the agenda. “The Northern Powerhouse project is all about repositioning the economy outside

of London and the South East,” as per Richard Capper, head of banking at Hill Dickinson. Liverpool offers

a diverse range of corporates, and SMEs, ensuring a rich variety of work for corporate lawyers. However

the leading specialism, and growth area in the Liverpool legal scene is still Personal Injury.

Firms such as Clarke Willmott, Lewis Silkin and Ince Gordon Dadds have over the past decade opened

offices in Cardiff. It acts as the academic centre of excellence in Wales with the Russell Group Cardiff

University, complemented by Cardiff Metropolitan and the University of South Wales within the region.

Strong transport links provide access to 1.5 million people living within a 30 minute commute.
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NEWCASTLE

SOUTHAMPTON

THE REGIONAL P ICTURE
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Southampton has a strong maritime history. Nowadays, the city is known as the port for many of the

largest cruise ships in the world. The University of Southampton is a world-leading centre for Marine and

Maritime research. More moves in Shipping/Marine were anticipated. However, a wide range of firms

exist in Southampton, so as expected there is a wide range of specialisms practised. 
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The top 5 hiring firms in Newcastle in 2020 were:

The top 5 specialisms for new hires in Newcastle in 2020 were:
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The top 5 hiring firms in Southampton in 2020 were: 

The top 5 specialisms for new hires in Southampton in 2020 were:

Newcastle saw a significant 29% net decrease in lawyers. 97 lawyers left the city while only 69 joined

Newcastle firms from outside. This may not be indicative of a general trend though, as Newcastle has

vibrant student communities, with many graduates choosing to live and work in the city after university.

This means that there are many young people working in the city. In addition, Newcastle is currently

working on a new landmark on the quayside – the “Whey Aye,” a giant Ferris wheel taller than the London

Eye. It is also hoping to attract businesses to the new Newcastle Helix focusing on green technology and

solutions for the ageing population. 
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THE REGIONAL P ICTURE

2021 SNAPSHOT

Manchester is still hiring at a fast pace and so enjoying a net gain of lawyers. The leading regional centre

is therefore still going strong and it would expect to maintain its position for the foreseeable future.

Leeds and Birmingham are the other two regional cities that have experienced net gains so far in 2021,

we are therefore seeing a reverse of the net losses seen in both during 2020. It is no coincidence that the

three biggest regional cities and London have seen the largest net gains in 2021 so far. York and

Guildford have so far suffered the largest net losses, with Reading, and Bristol seeing net losses too. You

can track the moves throughout 2021 via our regular ‘recent moves’ reports, as well as on ATLAS where

you can search the moves by 20 different criteria and any combination of them.
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PRACTICE AREAS OVERALL IN 2020

MOVES BY FIRM,FIRM TYPE, 
Practice Area, Specialism & PQE

04.
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We break down our lawyers by Firm, Firm Type, Practice Area, Main Specialism and Sub-specialism. For

the purposes of this section, we have identified lawyers by their main specialism only. 

THE RISE  OF THE SELF-EMPLOYED LAWYER

In terms of Freelance lawyers/self-employed, since November 2019, solicitors can give legal advice on a

freelance basis, described as the “Uberisation” of legal services by the SRA. There is now no need to

register as a sole practitioner. Instead, lawyers can generate their work and be subject to less rigorous

regulation than solicitors employed at law firms or those working in-house at companies. We look

specifically at hiring trends outside of Private Practice in section 7.

Moves from Firms to Self-Employed

2
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5
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Clifford
Chance

Bird & BirdBryan Cave
Leighton Paisner

Keystone
Law

Knights

This shows the absolute number of lawyers we recorded as having left these firms to become self-

employed.
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ALTERNATIVE  LAW F IRMS

There is a clear trend towards fast-growing, profitable and cash generative challenger law firms. Indeed,

Keystone Law and Gunnercooke were amongst the most aggressive hiring firms overall in 2020. Excello

Law, nexa law and Setfords Solicitors also demonstrated high levels of recruitment throughout the year.

We explore the growing phenomenon of these firms, and how they are positioned to take advantage of

the post-pandemic world in section 6.

IN-HOUSE

In terms of moving in-house from private practice, the CPS was top for hires, mainly due to having

received an extra £85m in January 2020 to 'build capacity and manage caseloads'. Having said that, in a

snapshot of 2021, the CPS is still top for hires made across the entire market. We explore the

remarkable growth of in-house lawyers and in-house trends in section 7. 

GAINERS AND LOSERS IN 2020

There is no traditional firm in the top 3 for hires made in 2020, which is the first time this has happened in recent

times. There has been a notable trend of Magic Circle lawyers departing during 2020, with every such firm seeing a net

reduction in Partners. Where they did hire it was mostly associates, with very few partners, but Magic Circle firms hired

very few lawyers across the board. By contrast, US law firms have been on an aggressive hiring spree in London in

recent years, as they have followed corporate clients, private equity firms and fund managers to Europe, and this trend

continued in 2020. Magic Circle firms are unsurprisingly one of their preferred targets for hiring US firms. Indeed,

Magic Circle to US firms (25%) is the second most popular move between firm types only after moves from other US

firms (28%). Clifford Chance is the only Magic Circle firm in the top 5 for having lost the most lawyers so far in 2021. 

DeparturesHiresMagic Circle Moves

Clifford Chance

Linklaters
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Freshfields
Bruckhaus Deringer

Slaughter & May

Allen & Overy

80 90 100

The likes of Milbank, Davis Polk and Cooley have distributed healthy bonuses in recognition of its

lawyers’ efforts during the pandemic. In contrast, Magic Circle firms Allen & Overy, Clifford Chance,

Freshfields, Linklaters and Slaughter & May have reportedly cut or frozen junior lawyer pay/partner

profit distributions to negate the shutdown's financial impact as per The Financial Times and The Times.
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In addition, there is a more flexible pay structure at US firms, while the lockstep model, used by many UK

firms, is point-based and capped at specific points. PEP is also generally higher at US firms. Therefore,

this mostly one-way flow of talent from the Magic Circle to US firms is likely to continue. That said, two-

thirds of Magic Circle lawyers that have recently left for a new firm did so to in-house/Legal 500 or sub-

Legal 500 firms. This suggests that they were favouring a better work/life balance over pure earnings.

Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner and DLA Piper are in the top 6 for having lost the most lawyers in 2020 (the former

is in the top 5 so far for 2021 too). It would appear that the rate of attrition is also high among transatlantic law

firms, who often work long and late hours, but without the salary of US or even Magic Circle firms. Despite being

a fast-growing firm with numerous acquisitions, Knights has so far seen a significant outflow in 2021.

Addleshaw Goddard is in the top 5 with 52 hires nationally, exceeding its 5-year plan one year early in 2019.

DWF completes the top 5 list for hires made in 2020. Insurance focused law firms DWF and Clyde & Co are

notable for having lost the most fee earners over the course of the year. DWF lost more than 30 partners from

across 15 offices since its former chief executive Andrew Leaitherland left in May. DWF has “taken swift action to

reduce some of the partner and new hire investment to ensure a focus on margin optimisation” as per a

statement by the firm. 

The Big Four Accountancy firms continue to develop their legal practices - PWC employs about 3,500 lawyers

worldwide and Deloitte 2,400. EY acquired Pangea3 in 2019 and Riverview Law in 2018, together they have

supported the expansion of EY Law’s Legal Managed Services business globally and expanded the EY Law service

offering. These acquisitions have been well-received by the industry. Deloitte acquired Kemp Little in 2021 to

double its lawyer headcount in the UK to 170 up from around 85. This is a definite threat to traditional law firms

as the Big Four are combining people, process and technology effectively. Nonetheless, it appears from the

relatively low number of hires (acquisitions aside) that the Big Four are still at least a few years away from

featuring in the global league table of leading law firms. Expect to see more acquisitions by the accountancy 

 firms. The regulator has recently approved new Big Four plans for audit separation, which should mean there is

further scope for legal expansion. 
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The highest percentage increase in terms of net gains of fee earners was seen at Osborne Clarke, JMW,

Capsticks, Keoghs and Gateley. The only firms that hired more partners than associates are HCR, JMW,

Reed Smith, DWF, Hill Dickinson and Shoosmiths. All but Shoosmiths show at least 50% of their Partner

hires being existing partners, making these firms popular lateral partner hire destinations. 
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Hires by Firm Type in 2020
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The Practice Area in which hiring took place in 2020 was the ever-popular Real Estate (1,574). Corporate

and Commercial (1,131) is next, followed by Private Client (997). For regular readers of the ATLAS recent

moves publications this will come as no surprise. Real Estate enjoyed a significant 30% uplift in hires

against what would be expected relative to the size of the practice area. The property sector has been

helped by Government initiative. On its face, the stamp duty holiday (extended until June by the

Chancellor and only applies to residential properties in England and Northern Ireland) seems to be

helping. A deeper dive however shows more than three-quarters of the real estate lawyers are either

Construction or Commercial Property, as opposed to Residential. There is evidence of lawyers retraining

into Real Estate from other Practice Areas. The high number of hires for Commercial Real Estate lawyers

was a real surprise given the woes of the sector in general. CBRE’s Real Estate Market Outlook Report for

2021 predicts “the U.K. worker, employer, consumer, homeowner or renter will never return to pre-

pandemic habits… not in 2021 and not ever.” The commercial property sector in London was down 30% on

2019, with occupier demand showing a decrease for retail, industrial and especially offices. However,

volumes are expected to recover over the next 12 months following a strong last quarter of 2020.

Private Client has enjoyed a significant 38% uplift against what would be expected relative to the size of the practice

area. This increased number may be due to people seeking to make or update their wills amid COVID-19.

•

•

PRACTICE AREAS
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Of course, absolute numbers only tell a part of the story. What is potentially more interesting are which

areas saw more or less hiring in 2020 than would be expected. This is calculated with reference to the

total population of lawyers in each Practice Area, relative to the total population of lawyers, and a 'par'

score would be the same percentage of lawyers moving in that Practice Area as for the market as a

whole. The practice areas where the fewest moves are occurring against what would be expected

relative to the size of the Practice Area are 'Public Sector', 'Projects, Energy and Natural Resources' and

'Risk Advisory', with a shortfall of 44%, 37% and 32% respectively.
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The Practice Areas where the fewest moves occurred relative to size were Public Sector, Projects,

Energy and Natural Resources and Risk Advisory, with a shortfall of 44%, 37% and 32% respectively.

Dispute Resolution registered a net negative hiring rate of 4%, but has probably not been helped by

court backlogs due to the pandemic. When these backlogs subside, we anticipate a significant bounce

back in activity for Dispute Resolution lawyers. Similarly, Crime has a 21% shortfall against what would

be expected relative to the size of the practice area, despite the CPS being top for hires. Human

Resources is slightly on the up (6%), with clients requiring employment advice arising from the heavy

use of the furlough scheme, changing working patterns and redundancies. 

The number of unattached lawyers is high; however, this is to be expected due to the circumstances.

Indeed, there has been an increase in lawyers with employment gaps around the lockdown period.

Until early summer, the moves had been mainly legacy hires due to notice periods; however, around

90% of summer moves were post Covid-19 appointments.

•

•

•

HIRING V  EXPECTED HIRING BY PRACTICE AREA
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Relative Strengths In 2020

In the sub section below we look at this in terms of overall numbers and also broken down by Partner and

Associate hiring;
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Whilst this shows us which Practice areas scored above or below 'par' in 2020 according to this

calculation, it does not give us an insight into longer term trends or even whether the 'par' calculation

used is correct. There are almost certainly Practice Areas that are just generally more conducive to

lawyers moving. Those are likely to be the larger Practice Areas which are more 'liquid' in terms of both

jobs and candidates. There may also be cyclical elements and trend elements that can be identified from

the data over time. We will be exploring these longer term trends in future reports and developing a

more sophisticated model to judge which areas are showing signs of growth or stagnation relative to

standard. This will help pick up early signals from the market that will help firms and recruiters to plan

effectively and target specific lawyers at opportune times. We will also be looking at this in terms of

certain key specialisms as well.

Total Moves by PQE
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MOVES BY PQE -  WHEN DO LAWYERS ACTUALLY MOVE?  

The most common PQE range for moves in 2020 was 2-3 PQE; then there was a dip. There was a general

trend downwards as expected, as lawyers became settled at their firms. There is some variation, though, the

line rises again at 9 PQE, while 13 PQE onward lawyers are less likely to move. NQs did not see high volumes,

too, as unsurprisingly lawyers who have only been practising for a short time are less likely to move.
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PARTNERS

Now these firms may be targeting significant growth in this specialism, and have clearly demonstrated a

strong commitment to providing partnership opportunities to their Senior Associates in Commercial

Property, and will continue to do so. However, it may also mean that given the larger than average

numbers of recent partnerships granted there could be fewer partnership opportunities available to the

current cohort. If this is the case Senior Associates at these firms may be more likely to seek such

opportunities elsewhere. Using ATLAS it is very simple to instantly look at any specialism for such

information which can be used as indicators for hiring targets or benchmarking.

We took a look at one particular specialism - Commercial Property - and examined firms with a minimum

of 20 partners in the 8-15 PQE range. We identified three firms with an above average representation of

junior partners. 
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MOVES BY PQE BY SPECIALISMS

Most specialisms reflect the overall picture pretty closely, but we have noted certain specialisms that seemed to

deviate from the norm in 2020. During 2020, the general trend was top-heavy at the early stages, where there were

a large number of moves until 5 PQE, before either a steep or gradual decline, as can be seen with the overall total

moves by PQE graph as well as the likes of Banking & Finance, Corporate and Funds. However, there was a variation

from the standard form according to specialism. Particularly noteworthy were Crime, Personal Tax Trust and

Probate, Data Protection and Cybersecurity, PATMA and Personal Injury. In terms of Crime, moves happened much

later. For Personal Tax Trust and Probate, the 12-13 PQE level was significant for the amount of moves as people

were not making partners, so were moving to be or for a better partnership route. Similarly, Personal Injury had a

big spike at 11 PQE. Data Protection and Cybersecurity lawyers were moving later too. PATMA lawyers were not

moving much apart from at 1 PQE. For a full list of the top 30 specialisms and how they move please get in touch.
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PATMA: Patent Attorneys

Personal Tax, Trusts & Probate

Data Protection & Cyber Security

Personal Injury
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GENDER
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ANALYSING TRENDS IN 2020,  MOVES,  JOB T ITLE  & MORE

Women lawyers were more likely to move than men in 2020, as per the data. When adjusted by the total

number of women lawyers, we can then see that women were actually more likely to move than men by

almost 8% in 2020. Projects Energy, Investment Funds, and Transport were the practice areas where men

moved more than women. For the rest, women were more frequent movers, including Real Estate and

Corporate and Commercial.

In terms of partners, there are more men partner moves as expected as there are more partners that are

men. However, when adjusted by the total number of women partners, we can then see that women

partners were actually more likely to move than men partners by the same 8% in 2020. There is a

consistent trend in 2020 of women being more likely to move at both Associate and Partner level. There

is a notable decline in the likelihood to move the further a lawyer goes in their career, and as there are

more men at the higher end of the PQE spectrum, this will have a distorting effect on the overall macro

picture. As the higher PQE ranges trend move to balance, we expect that the difference between men

and women partners moving to narrow. So rather than simply looking at the overall picture, we can

identify the points in careers where women or men are more likely to move if we break it down by PQE

ranges. At Consultant and PSL levels, women are, again, featured in more moves than men.

In terms of total moves in 2020 by PQE, women tended to move most at 2 PQE, followed by a significant

dip. There was a steep increase from 12-13 PQE before another decrease. The line is reasonably

consistent with men, albeit slightly later, with the most moves happening at 3 PQE. 
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During 2020, we can see that the most popular PQE for moves for men was 3 PQE and for women was 2

PQE. The numbers are very similar between 11 PQE and 15 PQE.

In relation to total partners by gender, it is clear from the graph above that the number of men and

women partners at junior level (6-9 PQE) is almost equal. The gap between men and women widens

gradually through the 9-17 PQE range and then widens significantly until 23 PQE where it stabilises.

GENDER INS IGHT
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When adjusted, partner moves were significantly more likely at 7-14 PQE. The least likely was 21-34 PQE.

Women are bridging the gap concerning total moves even at partner level. Looking at the graph by

gender, both are relatively similar. Moves peaked for both genders at PQE 7, however, the peak for men

is much higher. The graph shows that from 14 PQE onwards, there is very little in it between men and

women moves. Also, women partners tend to be of a lower PQE level, and as stated above those at lower

PQE levels are more likely to move generally. 

The chart shows that the higher the PQE, the higher the proportion of male:female lawyers. By the same

token, the lower the PQE, the more women there are. As retention of women lawyers is a key focus of

many law firms, we expect the gender balance at higher PQEs to become closer in years to come,

especially among partners since the number of younger women partners is now almost equal to younger

men. Women partners made up 48% of new London partners across the Magic Circle. That appears to be

similar elsewhere, with greater women representation amongst younger partners.
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The peak PQE range for women partners to move in 2020 was at 14-19 PQE, while men partner moves

peaked at 18-20 PQE with 14 PQE particularly popular for both. 26 PQE was one of the lowest points for

moves for both women and men. Thereafter, there was a number of steep increases and decreases of

moves for men, but a more consistent decrease of moves for women, strengthening the argument that

men move more at higher PQE levels.

GENDER INS IGHT
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The legal services market is undergoing unprecedented structural change as disruptive business models

emerge that are leveraging new technology to challenge their traditional rivals. This is highlighted by the

fact that Keystone Law is second overall for hires made in 2020. So how does the business model work?

Generally, it works on a split fee basis [where fees paid by the client are shared between the regulated

firm, the lawyers that service the client and the lawyer that introduced the client]. Typically, around 70-

80% goes to the lawyer and the originator (if different) and the rest to the firm. There is approximately

10 or 15% in referral fees to a colleague, with the recipient of the new work taking 60 or 65%.

A new player in the market, nexa law has also seen significant growth in 2020. According to Nigel Clark,

Co-CEO of nexa, “2020 was significant for the legal industry, and for new law in particular because the

implications of the pandemic forced firms, lawyers and their clients to adopt non-traditional working

practices and new ways to deliver and consume legal services. A very traditional industry suddenly

needed to embrace technology and agility and all the industry’s stakeholders have been involved and

have had to adapt, rather than just a very small disruptive percentage trying to implement change. This

has had an inevitable knock-on effect in recruitment in legal.”

THE RISE OF THE
Alternative Law Firm

06.

31

GENDER BALANCE IN ALFS

ALFs are - somewhat surprisingly to us - male-

dominated. One would have thought that the

more flexible working model would have appealed

across the board, but maybe even more so to

women lawyers. Maybe this is now beginning to

happen though as, during 2020, practically the

same number of women joined ALFs (99) as men

(100). If we were to compare percentages of total

moves by gender v percentages of total moves to

ALF, we can see that men were still significantly

more likely to move to ALFs than women in

comparison to traditional law firms.

Moves to ALF

% Men % Women

Total Moves

48.76% 51.24%

54.10% 45.90%
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 i)

ii)

 

iii)

ALFs do not tend to hire junior lawyers as a whole. The model usually requires lawyers to have built

up a personal following and have the ability to attract their own clients and work. This means that the

general market position is not really a correct benchmark. 

In 2020, the average PQE level at which lawyers moved to ALFs was 18, while the average PQE level

for moves across the entire legal sector was 12. If we were to compare these numbers by gender, we

can see that the average PQE level at which women moved was 11, while the average PQE level

women moved to ALF was 15. Average PQE levels at which men moved were respectively 15 generally

and PQE 21 to ALFs. 

The effect of policies undertaken by large numbers of law firms to improve the working environment

for women staff has probably had a beneficial effect in retaining women staff in the traditional law

firms. These supportive policies and structures are increasingly valued and may dissuade women

staff from joining firms with less formalised support in place.

Men earn 43% more than women in self-employment as per IPSOP, so maybe both genders are acting

entirely rationally when making such a choice. The question as to why this is so is not one we are

equipped to answer at this stage. 

% Men % Women

THE R ISE  OF THE ALTERNATIVE  LAW F IRM
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Where there remains a very significant

difference is in the entirely self-employed lawyer

model. Men were significantly more likely to

become self-employed than women in 2020.

Corporate and Commercial was the most popular

area practised by self-employed lawyers.

There are a number of potential explanations for

the male/female splits in ALF and self-employed

being different from the wider market, where

women lawyers outnumber men. Below are

some POSSIBLE explanations or part

explanations. 

Moves to Self-Employed

35.00% 65.00%
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WHO JOINS ALFS  AND WHY?

ALF HiresRest of Market
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THE R ISE  OF THE ALTERNATIVE  LAW F IRM

Lawyers Working at Selected ALFs

Setfords is notable for having more women than men lawyers in 2020. Setfords was named Law Firm of the

Year in the Women in Law Awards 2020, for its exemplary commitment to promoting gender diversity. Co-CEO

Guy Setford said: “It was always our intention to create a law firm where everyone is equal, and everyone has

the same opportunities, whatever their gender or age. We are delighted so many lawyers feel Setfords is the

right environment for them to thrive, and we look forward to welcoming many more in the future.”

Setfords
Solicitors

Keystone
Law

Excello
Law

Gunnercooke

nexa law

500 100 200150 250

The ALF model attracts a broad range of lawyers for a variety of reasons, as Nigel Clark testifies. “One of

the great things about working in legal in 2021 is that people now have choice and there is potential for a

much less linear legal career. At nexa we talk about our 3Cs – choice, culture and commercials – and we

are all about non-exclusivity and collaborative working both internally and externally. That freedom

attracts certain lawyers who were previously in more structured environments not only in law firms but

also those working in-house.”

ALF Hires at PQE vs the Rest of the Market Hires at PQE

33
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WHICH TYPES OF F IRMS PROVIDE ALFS  LAWYERS?

Top 101-200 - 23

In terms of the locations in which people are joining ALFs, London is far ahead as expected, but even

more so than would be anticipated based on the overall market. Manchester was top for regional cities

in 2020 in terms of lawyers joining ALFs, as expected, and per our findings in section 3. Manchester is,

without doubt, the leading regional legal centre. Leeds was second, with Birmingham third. Again in line

with their general position in the legal services market. Bristol features relatively low down the list

compared to its size as a legal centre, although there are indications that the South West region is being

actively targeted as a growth area by ALFs so we would anticipate Bristol catching up during 2021.

As stated above, the data suggests the ALF model is currently more attractive to London lawyers than to

regional ones, although there could also be an element that ALFs have focused their efforts on London

lawyers up until now. Given the post-pandemic dynamics, maybe there is a big opportunity for the

Alternative Law Firms not just to target women lawyers, but also more lawyers in the regions. 

THE ALFS  IN THE REGIONS

THE R ISE  OF THE ALTERNATIVE  LAW F IRM
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More than half of the lawyers recruited by ALFs are at sub-Legal 500, Legal 500 (without Top 200) and

101-200 law firms. Nonetheless, there are a number of high profile lawyer moves from firm types such as

US, Magic Circle and Top 1-20 firms to ALFs. Indeed, all firm types are providers to the ALF sector with no

sector of the market being particularly susceptible or unsusceptible.

Moves By Firm Type to Alternative Law Firms

Sub-Legal 500 - 45

Top 51-100 - 25

Legal 500 (without Top 200) - 41
Top 21-50 - 20

Unattached - 19

US - 12

Top 1-20 - 10

In-House - 6



IN-HOUSE
Moves from Private Practice
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THE REMARKABLE GROWTH OF THE IN-HOUSE LAWYER
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Solicitors working in-house have more than doubled over the last 15 years, from almost 13,000 in 2002

to over 33,000 in 2019. In-house solicitors now make up nearly one-quarter (23%) of the profession as

per the Law Society. In-house lawyers continued to rise in number despite the effects of the pandemic.

Indeed, lawyers are moving from all firm types to in-house roles. Magic Circle law firms lost 23% of their

leavers to in-house companies. The percentage for top 20 leavers lost to in-house is similar (22%), and

US is 21%. Generally, the trend towards moving in-house is higher among higher-ranked firms and

decreases further down the rankings. In-house lawyers are increasingly strategic business partners

whose work is core to the business, and the work can be exciting and varied.

The Growth of In-House
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IN-HOUSE TRENDS

In terms of moving in-house from private practice, as previously mentioned the CPS was top for hires,

mainly due to having received an extra £85m in January 2020 to 'build capacity and manage caseloads'.

Also, no doubt driven by backlogs in the court system caused by lockdown stoppages and some

additional prosecutions brought under the Coronavirus Act and Health Protection Regulations. The

Governmental Legal Department is next, while the NHS and, somewhat surprisingly, Cumbria County

Council are 4th and 5th. A project commissioned by Cumbria County Council scooped a prestigious

accolade at last year’s National Constructing Excellence Awards, the lead organisation for construction in

the UK. This highlights the dominant position of the public sector in 2020 when it came to lawyer

recruitment outside of Private Practice. Insurance company Crawford & Company was in 3rd and broke

up the rest of the public sector top 5 monopoly. In fact, the public sector dominates the top 20 list, being

the destination of almost half of the private practice lawyers going in-house. Banking & finance,

Insurance and Information Technology were the next most popular sectors for lawyers moving from

private practice to in-house. 

Moves from private practice to in-house were most common in the 1-11 PQE range as might be expected,

however there is still a strong market for experienced practice lawyers to move in-house. 
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IN-HOUSE MOVES FROM PRIVATE PRACTICE

PQE Level at Move to In-House
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